The structure of many languages with "free" word order and rich morphology like Finnish is rather configurational than linear.
can be represented by linear formalisms it is often more natural to study multidimensional arrangement of symbols. Graph grammars are a multidimensional generalization of linear string grammars. In graph grammars string rewrite rules are generalized into graph rewrite rules. This paper presents a graph grammar formalism and parsing scheme for parsing languages with inherent configurational flavor.
A small experimental Finnish parsing system has been implemented (Hyv6nen 1983).
A SIMPLE GRAPH GRAMMAR FORMALISM WITH A CONTROL FACILITY
In applying string grammars to parsing natural Finnish several problems arise in representing complex word structures, argeements, "free" word ordering, discontinuity, and intermediate depencies between morphology, syntax and semantics. A strong, multidimensional formalism that can cope with different levels of language seems necessary.
In this chapter a graph grammar formalism based on the notions of relational graph grammars (Rajlich 1975) and attributed programmed graph grammars (Bunke 1982) is developed for parsing languages with configurational structure. Example: Figure  I .1 depicts the morphological r-graph representation of Finnish word "ihmisten" (the humans') and its edges as a list. EXT-property expresses the set of symbols the node currently refers to (extension); CAT tells the syntactico-semantic category of the node. Time complexity: Direct r-derivations are essentially set operations and can be performed efficiently.
By using a hash table the expected time complexity is O(n) with respect to the size of the production (it does not depend on the size of the object graph). The worst case complexity is O(n**2).
Example: Figure  1 .2 represents an r-production and figure 1.3 its application to an r-graph.
We have designed a meta-production description facility for r-productions by which match-predicates can be attached to nodes and arcs in order to test and modify node properies.
The instantiation of a meta-production is found context-dependently while matching the production left side.
It is also possible to specify some special modifications to the derivation graph by meta-productions. PROD is a set of r-productions and START is a set of r-graphs.
An r-graph language (RGL) generated by an r-graph grammar is the set of all derivable r-graphs from any r-graph in START by any sequence of applicable r-productions of PROD:
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(Node properties as above) Its interpretation is defined very much in the same way as with ATN-networks.
The actions associated to arcs are direct r-derivations (def.
1.3). RGG is an r-graph grammar (def.
1.4). A controlled graph language (CGL) corresponding to a controlled r-graph grammar CRG = (CG, RGG) is the set of r-graphs derived by the CG using the start graphs START and the productions of the grammar RGG.
2
A GRAPH GRAIItIAR PARSING SCHEME 2.1 Function and structure 
Specification of the graph language transformation
The transformation is specified by an agenda of prioritized c-graphs. Initially, the agenda consists of a set of sentence independent "transformational" c-graphs (that, for example, transform passive clauses into active ones) and sentence dependent c-graphs corresponding to the syntactico-semantic categories of the individual words in the sentence. For example, the c-graph of fig.  1 .4 corresponds to nouns belonging to category NOUN-HUMAN. It tries to identify semantic case constituents by the productions corresponding to the arcs. Fig.  1 .2 illustrates the production ADJ-ATTR (adjective attribute) used in the c-graph of fig. 1.4. The interpretation of the production is:
If there is an adjective preceeding a noun in the same case and number the words are in semantic KIND relation with each other.
As a whole, the agenda constitutes a modular, sentence dependent c-graph.
Parsing is performed by interpreting the agenda.
Different strategies could be applied here; the structure of the c-graphs depend on the choice.
In our experimental system parsing is performed by interpreting the first c-graph in the agenda. The c-graohs are defined in such way that they interpret each other and glue morphological representations of words into the derivation graph (arcs (READWORD) and (PUTLAST) in fig. 1.4) until a grammatical semantic representation (or in ambiguous cases several ones) is reached.
Linguistic and computational motivations
Most influential linguistic theories and ideas behind our parser are dependence grammar, semantic case grammar, and the notion of "word expert" parsing. The idea is that the c-graphs of word categories actively try to find the dependents of the main words and identify in what semantic roles they are (cf. the ADJ-ATTR-production of fig.  1 .2). In some cases it it useful to assign active role to dependents.
The c-graphs serve as illustrative linguistic descriptions of the syntactico-semantic features of word categories and other fenomena.
Computationally, our formalism and parsing scheme gives high expressive power but its time complexity is not high. Only potentially relevant productions are tried to use during parsing. Graphs are illustrative and can be used to express both procedural and declarative knowledge. New word category models can be added to the parser rather independently from the other models. 
